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Revolutionary AI system-  controls
m o r e
than 40 different enemy vehicles and
troops. Enemy units will make decisions
and react on their own, based on what
they see, hear and even...feel.
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Plus- enjoy
unrelenting multi-
player action over the

Internet
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unrelenting multi-
player action over the
Internet and LAN.

Commandos is a real-time tactics game set in World War II that puts you in command of a small
squad of elite troopers. Send them behind enemy lines on a series of hazardous missions, and
bring them back alive.

Clever strategy has never been so furiously action-packed. Study the enemy�s movements,
develop a careful plan, synchronise your men, and launch them on a swift and fierce attack using
all your power and skill.
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An awesome visual experience-
with the most realistic graphics ever
seen in a strategy game - accurate 3D
models of more than 350 buildings,
structures, vehicles and weapons from
W orld War II.
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26 missions- each with totally
different challenges, scenarios
and difficulty levels - will ensure
hours and hours of challenging
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